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  TO:  ALL INTERESTED PHYSICIANS 

 
A federal suit involving some 2000 physicians in Connecticut has been reported and the 

particular account is relevant in New York as the matter was brought within the federal circuit 

which also encompasses our State. 

 United Health Care attempted to terminate the physicians from participating in its 

Medicare Advantage Plan panel claiming that it was merely an amendment to the physicians’ 

contracts. 

 The physicians, represented by their county medical society, claimed that the termination 

was more than an amendment to the contract and thus the arbitration clause contained in the 

contracts should trigger. The physicians further argued that the contract provisions ended on the 

anniversary date and the carrier could not terminate earlier without a justification. 

 The court found a material breach to the contract had occurred and that United could 

not simply exercise a termination of the physicians as a termination could not be defined as a 

contractual amendment. 

 There is interesting language in the decision relating to the right of an organization such 

as the medical association of the county to bring suit on behalf of its members.  The mission of 

the association was to act for the success of its members and thus the instant action complied 

with that goal. (The same theory could be advanced if an organization such as ours would wish 

to litigate or otherwise represent its individual members.) 



 The federal court also spoke to the fact that actions such as the mass terminations would 

both do damage to the reputation of the individual physicians and also disrupt normal physician-

patient relationships.  The decision places an important restraint upon the arbitrary usage of 

facetious claims as to what constitutes an amendment to a health care contract.  The carrier did 

not possess the unilateral right to void the contracts it had prepared.  To succeed in obtaining an 

injunction against United the physicians had to display a likelihood of success and irreparable 

harm and both these standards were found to have been met.  
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